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Abstract
WEAKLY ADDITIVE COHOMOLOGY
E. SPANIER
In this paper the concept of weakly additive cohomology theory is intro-
duced as a variant of the known concept of additive cohomology theory.
It is shown that for a closed A in X the singular homology of the pasi
(X, X - A) (with some fixed coefficient gropu) regarded as a furcter of
A is a weakly additive cohomology theory on any collectionwise normal
space X . Fiirthermore, every compactly supported cohomology theory is
weakly additive .
The main result is a comparison theorem for two cohomology theories
on X both of which are additive or both of which are weakly additive
which ercomposses the previously known compauson theorems .
A cohomology theory H, 6 on a topological space (all spaces will be assumed
to be normal Hausdorff spaces) consists of a continuous contravariant functor
H from the category of closed subsets of X (and inclusion maps between them)
to the category of graded abelian groups (and homomorphisms of degree 0
between them) and for every two closed sets A, B in X a natural transformation
b : H(A n B) --, H(A U B) of degree 1 such that MV exactness is satisfied . For
relevant definitions and more details see [3,4,5] .
For any space X there is a cohomology theory °H, °ó on X in which °HQ(A) _
H_ Q(X, X - A) (relative singular homology with some fixed coefficient group)
and °b is the connecting homomorphism
°6 : H_q (X, X - (A n B)) -) H_ 9_1 (X, X - (A U B))
of the exact relative Mayer-Vietoris homology sequence of (X, X - A) and
(X, X - B). In case X is locally compact, this cohomology theory has compact
supports (Example (3.3) in [5]) . However, more generally on any collectionwise
normal space (in particular, any paracompact space) it satisfies the property
of weak additivity which we proceed to define .
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If {Aj}jrj is a discrete family (Le . every point of X has a neighborhood
which meets at most one member of the family) of closed subsets of X and H, 6
is a cohomology theory on X, there is a homomorphism a : H ( UjE i Aj) __+
IIjEjH(Aj) defined by a(u) = {u 1 Aj}jEJ for u E H(Uj E jAj) . The homology
theory is additive [1,3] if a is an isomorphism for all discrete families {Aj} in
X . We define a homomorphism % : ®jEJH(Aj) -+ H(UjEJAj) which will be
needed below to define the concept of weak additivity .
Note that MV exactness implies that if A, B are disjoint closed sets in X then
for any cohomology theory H, 6 on X there is an isomorphism a : H(A U B)
H(A) ® H(B) where a(u) = (u 1 A, u 1 B) for u E H(A U B) . Straightforward
induction shows that for a finite collection {A¡}!', of pairwise disjoint closed
sets there is an isomorphism
® AAj) Pi~ H(U 1 A¡) .
If {Aj}jEJ is a discrete family of closed subsets of X and J' C J there is an
isomorphism
ap : H(UjEjAj) ,~ H(UjEj, Aj) ® H(Uj0 j'Aj)
In particular, if F C J is any finite set there is a monomorphism
¡F : ®jEFH(Aj) -+ H(UjEJAj .) equal to the composite
a
®jEFH(Aj) ^ H( UjEF Aj) C H( UjEF Aj) ®H(UjOF Aj) i:t; H(UjEJ Aj) .
In case F, F are finite subsets of J with F C F' there is a commutative triangle
®jEFH(Aj) C ®jEFH(Aj)
iF ~ iFr
H( UjEj Aj)
Therefore, there is a monomorphism lim{®jEFH(Aj)lF finite} ->
H( UjEi Aj) . Since ®jEiH(Aj) ~ lim{®jEFH(Aj) 1 F finite} we obtain a
monomorphism
t : ®jEjH(Aj) i H(UjEJ Aj) .
H, 6 is said to be weakly addüive if c is an isomorphism for all discrete families
{Aj} in X.
Example. Let X be a collectionwise normal space and let {Aj }j E J be a
discrete family of closed subsets of X. Then there is a discrete family of open
sets {Uj}j,-J such that Aj C Uj for each j (this is the meaning of collectionwise
normal space) . Then X -- UjEJUj U (X - UjEJAj) where UjEJUj and X -
UjE jAj are each open in X. Therefore, there is an excision isomorphism
H_q (Uj, juj, (uj =juj) n (X -UjEJAj)) Pz; H_q(X, X-UjEJAj)-_'~'H9(UjEJAj) .
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Since (UjEJAj) ÍÍ Uj = Aj, ( UjEJ Uj) ÍÍ (X - UjEJAj) = UjEJ(Uj - Aj) so
that
H-q (UjEJUj,(UjEJUj)n(X -UjEJAj)) =H-q(UjEJUj,UJEJ(Uj-Aj))
®jEJH-q (Uj, Uj - Aj) :I ®jEJH- q (X, X- Aj) = ®jEJ°Hq(Aj) .
It follows that L: ®jE J°Hq(Aj) --+ °Hq ( UjEJ Aj) is an isomorphism so
"~'H , '~'ó is a weakly additive cohomology theory on every collectionwise normal
space .
There is the following chaxacterization of weak additivity.
Lemma. Let H, S be a cohomology theory on X and suppose for every u E
H( UjEJ Aj), where {Aj} is a discrete family of closed subsets of X, there
is some finite subset F C J such that u¡ UjgF Aj = 0 . Then H, ó is weakly
additive .
Proof.. The hypothesis implies that u in the image of iF : ®jEFH(Aj) --~
H(UiEJAj) . This implies that the homomorphism L : ®iEJH(Aj) -~
H( UjE J Aj) is an epimorphism . Since L is always a monomorphism, it is
an isomorphism and so H, ó is weakly additive .
Corollary . Every compactly supported cohomology theory is weakly additive .
Proof: If {Aj }jE J is a discrete family of closed subsets of X and C C UjEJAj
is a compact subset, there is some finite set F C J such that C C UjEFAj .
Suppose H,6 is a compactly supported cohomology theory on X and u E
H(UjEJAj) where {Aj} is a discrete family of closed sets in X. Then UjEJAj =
BU C where B is closed and C is compact and u ¡B= 0. Let F C J be a finite
subset such that C C UjEFAj . Then UigFAj C B so uI UjIF Aj = 0.
By the preceding Lemma, H, S is weakly additive .
The comparison theorems previously established [1,3,4,5] have been valid
for compactly supported or additive cohomology theories . The above corollary
asserts that compactly supported cohomology theories are weakly additive, and
the following comparison theorem, which is the main result of the paper, is a
way of generalizing and of unifying the two comparison theorems into basically
one .
Theorem . Let cp : H, b -> H', S' be a homomorphism between cohomology
theories both of which are weakly additive (or both additive and having para-
compact supports on the same space X. Suppose there is n such that cp x : H(x) -->
H(x') is an n-equivalence for all x E X. If H, S and H', S' are both nonneg-
ative or if X is locally finite dimensional, then (PA : H(A) -> H'(A) is an
n-equivalence for all closed A CX.
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Proof. It follows from Theorem (2.5) of [4] that it suffices to prove the the-
orem for closed paracompact subsets of X . We need the following result (The-
orem (5.5) of [2]) .
Let X be a paracompact space and C a collection of closed subsets of X such
that :
1) B E C and B' closed in B => B' E C .
2) Every x E X has a closed neighborhood N E C.
3) Bl, B2 E C and Bl U B2 = intBlUB 2 B1 UintBj uB2 B2 => B1 U B2 E C-
4) If {Bj}jEc is a discrete family of elements of C, then UjE jBj E C.,
Then X E C .
In the proof we shall have occasion to use this theorem several times . In each
case it will follow from the definition of C that C has property 1) . From the fact
that Wx : H(x) -> H(x) is an n-equivalence for all x E X and the continuity of
H and H' it will follow that C has property 2) . Because both H, 6 and H', 6'
are weakly additive or both are additive it will follow that C has property 4) .
It is only property 3) that will iequire some attention and in each case the
appropriate diagram will be presented .
Corresponding to the two hypothesis of nonnegativity or finite dimensionality
we distinguish two cases in the proof .
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.3 of [11 .
Case 1 . If both H,6 and H',6' are nonnegative we prove WA : H9(A) -->
H'Q(A) is an isomorphism for all q < n for all closed paracompact A C X by
induction on q. By nonnegativity this is true for q = 0. Assume 0 < q < n and
WA is an isomorphism in dimension q-1 for all suchA. We prove WA : H9(A) ->
H'9(A) is a monomorphism . Let u E H9(A) be a fixed element in kerWA and
let C be the collection of all closed sets B C A such that ulB = 0 . As remaxked
above C has properties 1), 2), 4) . If Bl, B2 E C there is a diagram with exact
rows in which each square commutes or anticommutes
H9-1 (B1) ®Hq-1(B2) Hq-'(B, n Bz) ~ Hq(B1 U B2) - Hq(B1) ® Hq(B2)
P' d' «'H í q-1(B1)®H I q -1 (B2)-.H'q -1 (B1nB2)-.H~q(B1UB2) H'q(B1)®H' q (B2)
By the inductive hypothesis both of the first two left hand vertical homomor-
phisms are isomorphisms . It follows by diagram chasing that Bl UB2 E C so C
satisfies 3) . Therefore, A E C so epA : HQ(A) --, H'Q(A) is a monomorphismn .
Now assume q < n and WA is a q-equivalence for all closed paracompact
A C X . We prove WA : H9(A) --+ H'9(A) is an epimorphism . Let u' E H9(A)
be fixed and let C be the collection of all closed B C A such that u'IB E
im [WB : H9(B) -> H'Q(B)] . Then C has properties 1), 2), 4) . If B1 , B2 E C
there is a diagram with exact rows in which each square commutes or anticom-
mutes .
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Hq-1 (B1 (1 B2) ---> Hq(B1 U B2 ) -> Hq(B1) ® Hq(B2) ---> Hq(B1 n B2)
w w w w
H'q -1 (B1 n B2) H'q(B1 U B2) > H'q(B1) ® H'q(B2) ~-> H'q(B, n B2)
By the inductive hypothesis the right hand vertical map is a monomorphism
and the left hand vertical map is an isomorphism . It follows by diagram chasing
that Br U B2 E C so C satisfies 3) . Therefore, A E C so cOA : H9 (A) -+ H'q(A)
is an epimorphism.
This completes the proof of the Theorem in Case 1 .
Case 2 . If X is locally finite dimensional (Le . every point ofX has a closed
finite dimensional neighborhood) it follows from Proposition (2.9) of [5] (which
is clearly also valid if both cohomology theories in its statement are weakly
additive instead of additive) that it suffices to prove that WA : H(A) -> H'(A)
is an n-equivalente for all closed paracompact A of finite dimension .
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem (5 .4) in [4] . Note that in Case 1 we
prove first that for q < n the map (PA : H9(A) -> H'q(A) is a monomorphism
and use that to prove it is an epimorphism . In case 2 we prove first that for
q < n the map (PA : Hq(A) -> H'q(A) is an epimorphism and use that to prove
that WA : Hq+1 (A) --> H'q+1(A) is a monomorphism .
We prove cOA : H(A) -> H'(A) is an n-equivalente for all closed finite dimen-
sional paracompact A by inductivn on dim A . If dim A = -1, A = 0 and W0 is
an isomorphism . Assume dim A = m _> 0 and the result is valid for all closed
paracompact subsets of dimension < m.
We show (PA : Hq(A) --> H'q(A) is an epimorphism for q < n . Let u' E
H'q(A) and let C be the collection of all closed subsets B C A such that
u'IB E im [W B : H9(B) -> H'q(B)] . Then C satisfies 1), 2), 4) . If Br, B2 E C
and B1 U B2 = intB,UB,B1 U intB,UB,B2, it follows from Lemma (5.3) of [4]
that there exist closed Cr, C2 with C1 CB1 , C2 C B2 , B1 U B2 = C1 U C2, and
dim(C1 fl C2) < m. The following diagram has exact rows and commutes up
to sigri
Hq-1 (C1 n C2) ---> Hq(C1 U C2) a> Hq (C1) ® Hq(C2) R> H9(C1 n C2 )
;p1 ;p1 w w
H'9-1 (c, n C2) á-> H'9 (C1 U C2 ) á> H'9(C1) ®H'9(C2 ) á> H'9(C1 f1 C2 )
By the inductive hypothesis the two vertical maps at the ends are isomor-
phisms . By diagram chasing C1 U C2 E C so C satisfies 3) . Therefore, A E C so
WA : Hq(A) -> H'q(A) is an epimorphism .
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We show WA : H9(A) -> H' 9(A) is a monomorphism for q <_ n . Let u E
kercOA and let C be the collection of all closed subsets B C A such that uIB =
0 . Then C satisfies 1), 2), 4) . If BI,B2 E C with B1 U B2 = intB 1 UB2Bi U
intB lUB,B2 then, as above, there exist closed CI , C2 with C1 C BI , C2 C
B2, CI U C2 = B 1 U B2 , and dim(C1 n C2) < m . The following diagram has
exact rows and commutes up to sign
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
H9-1 (C1) ®H9-1(C2) Hq-1(C1 n C2) H9(C1 u C2) H9(C1) © H-9(C2)
w w w w
HI9-1(C1 ) ®H'9-1 (C2) -~ H'9 -1 (C1 n C2) ---a H'9(C1 U C2) -~ H'q(C1) ® H'9(C2)
The left hand vertical mal) is an epimorphism by the first part of the pronf,
and the second vertical map is an isomorphism by the inductive hypothesis . By
diagram chasing it follows that C1 U C2 E C so C satisfies 3) . Therefore, A E C
SO cOA : HQ(A) --> H'9(A) is a monomorphism .
This completes the proof in Case 2 and so the Theorem is proved .
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